I. INTRODUCTION

Knowledge of the microscopic structure of classical fluids provides valuable insights into their macroscopic properties and behavior [1,2]. Both theory and simulation have been successfully used to study simple fluids, which are characterized by spherically symmetric pair interaction potentials and to model a wide range of substances from noble gases to colloidal dispersions. Integral equation theories (IETs), using approximations such as the hypernetted chain (HNC) or Percus-Yevick (PY) closure relations, are capable of making very accurate predictions for the structural correlations on the pair level and, as a consequence, for the thermodynamics of such systems. More advanced closure relations can be based on hybrid versions of the above closures that are enforced to be thermodynamically consistent [3] or on the incorporation of approximate bridge functions into the HNC closure [4], or on the inhomogeneous Ornstein-Zernike equation [5].

The equilibrium properties of systems of nonspherical particles are, as compared to the case of simple fluids, less well understood. In such systems the pair interaction potential depends not only on the center-to-center distance of the particles but also on their orientations. Simple versions of such systems include axially symmetric particles where IET has been used successfully to study models such as hard spheroids [6], spherocylinders [7], and hard cut spheres [8]. These studies suggest that results from the HNC closure are in general superior to those from the PY approximation. However, serious discrepancies between theory and simulation results remain, in particular at high densities [6,9–11]. Significant attempts have been made to improve the performance of IET for molecular fluids [12–17]. However, the theoretical work has been hampered by the paucity of simulation data for such systems. Until recently there were only a few simulation studies aimed at obtaining the direct correlation function of molecular fluids [18,19] and only a single calculation of the bridge function (for hard diatomic molecules) was available [20].

In recent work, some of us have used Monte Carlo (MC) simulations and integral equation theory (IET) to study the pair structure of model molecular fluids consisting of axially symmetric spheroids; such particles are characterized by the length A of the symmetry axis, and the length D of the two degenerate perpendicular axes; moderately prolate \((1 \leq A/D \leq 5)\) and oblate \((0.2 \leq A/D \leq 1)\) spheroids as well as their mixtures were studied [21–23]. In the present paper, this work is extended to fluids of hard, infinitely thin platelets [24–26]; these are formally obtained in the limit \(A/D \to 0\). We also investigate highly oblate spheroids with a nonzero aspect ratio \((0.01 \leq A/D \leq 0.1)\) as a reference case in order to assess the robustness of the former model.

Besides providing a stringent test case for both theory and simulation techniques, studying the model is motivated by discotic molecules, which have important applications due to
their liquid crystalline properties [27–29]. Further interest in discotic models comes from dispersions of colloidal platelets which have been shown to display a wealth of interesting physical phenomena [30–35]. Recent work was aimed at elucidating interfacial behavior at substrates and interfaces between coexisting isotropic and nematic bulk phases [36], using the hard platelet fluid as a minimal model for such complex liquids. There is vital interest in the behavior of liquid crystals in confined geometry [37–41], and density functional theory [42] constitutes a powerful tool for investigation. In contrast to the celebrated case of thin hard rods, Onsager theory [43] is known to perform poorly for platelets. Although it does predict a first order isotropic-nematic phase transition, the coexistence densities and density jump are significantly overestimated.

Based on earlier work [44] a fundamental measure theory (FMT) density functional was constructed [45] and used to study the properties of inhomogeneous hard platelet fluids, such as wetting of a hard wall by the nematic phase when the bulk is isotropic and bulk isotropic-nematic coexistence is approached [36,46,47]. These interfacial studies depend crucially on a satisfactory description of the bulk phases involved, and indeed it was shown [36,46,47] that the coexistence densities and the equation of state agree reasonably well with simulation results. In the present work we investigate in more detail the pair structural correlations in the isotropic phase.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II an overview of the closure relations used in the IET and technical details about the expansion in spherical harmonics and numerical implementation is given. Section III gives details about the simulation methods. Section IV gives an overview of the Onsager and fundamental measure density functional theories, and presents the two-particle direct correlation function for isotropic states of circular platelets, self-consistency equations derived from the theory, and an isotropic stability analysis. Section V shows results from all approaches and we conclude in Sec. VI.

II. INTEGRAL EQUATION THEORY

A. Ornstein-Zernike equation and closure relations

The Ornstein-Zernike (OZ) equation for a homogeneous fluid of axially symmetric molecules is [1,2]

\[ h(1,2) = c(1,2) + \frac{\rho}{4\pi} \int d3c(1,3)h(3,2), \]  

(1)

where \( h(1,2) = g(1,2) - 1 \) is the total correlation function, \( g(1,2) \) is the pair distribution function, \( c(1,2) \) is the direct correlation function (DCF), and \( \rho \) denotes the number density. We have abbreviated \( (r_i, u_i) \) as \( i \), where \( r_i \) denotes the center of mass position, and \( u_i \) is a unit vector along the symmetry axis of particle coordinates \( i = 1, 2, 3 \).

In order to determine \( h(1,2) \) and \( c(1,2) \), Eq. (1) must be supplemented by an approximate closure relation. To formulate such relations note first that the exact closure relation can be written as [2]

\[ y(1,2) = g(1,2)\exp[V(1,2)/k_B T] = \exp[\gamma(1,2) + b(1,2)], \]  

(2)

where \( y(1,2) \) is the cavity (or background) correlation function, \( V(1,2) \) is the intermolecular pair potential, \( T \) is the temperature, \( k_B \) is Boltzmann’s constant, \( \gamma(1,2) = h(1,2) - c(1,2) \), and \( b(1,2) \) is the bridge function. Equation (2) may be regarded as defining \( b(1,2) \); the (approximate) closure relations can then be formulated as approximations to \( b(1,2) \). In particular, the most well-known closures [1,2] correspond to:

\[ b(1,2) = 0 \quad \text{(HNC)}, \]  

(3)

\[ b(1,2) = -\gamma(1,2) + \ln[1 + \gamma(1,2)] \quad \text{(PY)}. \]  

(4)

A more sophisticated closure relation than Eqs. (3) and (4) is based on the form of the bridge function introduced by Verlet [48]:

\[ b(1,2) = -\frac{(1/2)\gamma(1,2)^2}{1 + \alpha\gamma(1,2)} \quad \alpha = 0.8 \quad \text{(VB)}. \]  

(5)

For hard sphere fluids \( \alpha \) has been proposed to depend on packing fraction \( \eta = \rho v_{\text{mol}} \) [13,17,49,50], where \( v_{\text{mol}} \) is the particle volume. However, as \( v_{\text{mol}} = 0 \) for the infinitely thin platelets considered in this work, we will only use Eq. (5) in the following.

An alternative route to approximating the bridge function is based on its virial expansion

\[ b(1,2) = \sum_{n>2} \rho^n \mathcal{B}_n(1,2), \]  

(6)

where \( \mathcal{B}_n(1,2) \) is the sum of the \( n \)th order bridge diagrams [2]. As in previous work [23] we go beyond the HNC Eq. (3) by truncating Eq. (6) after the lowest or next-to-lowest order term, in order to find a closed approximation for \( b(1,2) \) via

\[ b_2(1,2) = \rho^2 \mathcal{B}_2(1,2) \quad \text{(HNC + B2)}, \]  

(7)

\[ b_3(1,2) = \rho^3 \mathcal{B}_3(1,2) + \rho^3 \mathcal{B}_3(1,2) \quad \text{(HNC + B3)}. \]  

(8)

B. Spherical harmonic expansions and coordinate frames

For numerical solution of the respective integral equation theories, but also for the analysis of simulation data, the two-particle functions are expanded in a basis set of rotational invariants [1,51]:

\[ F(1,2) = \sum_{m\ell} F_{m\ell}(\hat{r}) \Phi_{m\ell}(u_1, u_2, \hat{r}), \]  

(9)

\[ \Phi_{m\ell}(u_1, u_2, \hat{r}) = 4\pi \sum_{\mu\nu\lambda} \frac{m n \ell}{\mu \nu \lambda} Y_{\mu\nu}(u_1) Y_{\lambda}(u_2) \times \sqrt{\frac{4\pi}{2\ell + 1}} Y_{\lambda}(\hat{r}), \]  

(10)

where \( F(1,2) \) denotes the two-particle function under consideration and all vectors are expressed in an arbitrary “labo-
The OZ equation (1) is most conveniently solved in reciprocal space,

\[ \tilde{h}(1,2) = \bar{c}(1,2) + \frac{\rho}{4\pi} \int d\mathbf{r} \bar{c}(1,3) \tilde{h}(3,2), \]

(15)

where the tilde indicates a (three-dimensional) Fourier transform with respect to position \( \mathbf{r} \). Inserting the molecular frame expansion (in Fourier space with \( k \) as argument) into this gives

\[ \tilde{h}_{\text{max}}(k) - \tilde{c}_{\text{max}}(k) = (-1)^y \rho \sum_p \tilde{c}_{p,\text{max}}(k) \tilde{h}_{p,\text{max}}(k). \]

(16)

Two methods are used for the calculation of the cavity function \( y(1,2) \). In the first method we obtain \( y(1,2) \) by directly simulating a system containing two mutually noninteracting (cavity) particles \[57\]. To within a multiplicative constant, \( y(1,2) \) is equal to \( P_{\text{cav}}(1,2)/r^2 \), where \( P_{\text{cav}}(1,2) \) is the probability distribution function for the two cavity particles and \( r \) is their center-center distance. In order to sample \( P_{\text{cav}}(1,2) \) efficiently, the \( r \) coordinate is divided into overlapping windows and a bias function, generated using a Wang-Landau algorithm \[58,59\], is applied within each window. In the second method, the cavity function is calculated through test-particle insertion using Henderson’s equation \[60\],

\[ y(0,1) = \exp(\mu_{\text{ex}}/k_B T) \left( \exp\left(-\sum_{j=2}^N \frac{V(0,j)}{k_B T} \right) \right)_{N,V,T}, \]

(17)

where \( 0 \) labels position and orientation of the test particle and \( \mu_{\text{ex}} \) is the excess chemical potential obtained from test particle insertion \[61\], and the particle number \( N \), system volume \( V \), and temperature \( T \) are kept constant.

Once \( g, h, c \), and \( y \) are known, the bridge function can be found from the exact closure relation (2). In previous work \[21,23\] differentiation of Eq. (2) was used to give a set of linear equations for the spherical harmonics coefficients of \( \partial b(1,2)/\partial r \). Due to the rapid variation of the correlation functions as \( r \to 0 \) this method has proved to be unreliable for the present model. Instead the spherical harmonics coefficients \( \psi_{\text{max}}(r) \) of \( \ln y(1,2) \) are found directly from

\[ \ln y(1,2) = 4\pi \sum_{m,n,X} \psi_{\text{max}}(r) Y_{mX}(u_1) Y_{nX}(u_2). \]

(18)

The expansion coefficients of \( y(1,2) \) may then be written as \[20\]

\[ y_{\text{max}}(r) = \frac{1}{4\pi} \int d\mathbf{u}_1 d\mathbf{u}_2 \exp\left(4\pi \sum_{m',n',X'} \psi_{m'n'X'}(r) \times Y_{m'X'}(u_1) Y_{n'X'}(u_2) Y_{mX}(u_1) Y_{nX}(u_2) \right), \]

(19)

which may be taken to be the implicit definition of \( \psi_{\text{max}}(r) \). The \( \psi_{\text{max}}(r) \) are then fitted to the simulation results for \( y_{\text{max}}(r) \) using a modified Newton scheme \[62\]. Components of the bridge function are found subsequently by subtraction,

\[ h_{\text{max}}(r) = \psi_{\text{max}}(r) - \tilde{h}_{\text{max}}(r) + \tilde{c}_{\text{max}}(r). \]

(20)
The particles considered in the present work are hard, infinitely thin platelets of diameter $D$ (which we use as the unit of length, $D=1$, in the following) as well as hard oblate spheroids with elongations $e=A/D=0.1$, 0.05, and 0.01. For obtaining results for $h(1,2)$, systems consisting of 2000–3500 molecules were simulated. Statistics for $h(1,2)$ were gathered over $4 \times 10^6$ MC sweeps (where one MC sweep consists of one attempted translation and one attempted rotation per molecule), divided into four subruns. The bin width was set to $\delta r=0.01D$ and the spherical harmonics expansions were truncated at $m_{\text{max}}=8$. $\gamma(1,2)$ was calculated using systems containing 500 molecules. For the direct calculation of $\gamma(1,2)$, the $r$ separation between the cavity molecules was divided up into intervals $r/D= [0.03,0.20]$, [0.10,0.50], [0.40,0.80], and [0.70,1.10]. Within each window a weight function was generated over typically 20–25 refinement cycles and then data for the cavity function was gathered over $20 \times 10^6$ MC sweeps divided into four subruns.

IV. DENSITY FUNCTIONAL THEORY

A. Minimization principle and free energy functional

Density functional theory (DFT) is a powerful tool used to describe the equilibrium structure and thermodynamics of molecular liquids, in particular in inhomogeneous situations [42]. The theory operates on the one-body level and hence is formulated using the density distribution $\rho(r_i,u_j)=\rho(1)$ and a variational principle that states that the equilibrium density profile is that which minimizes the grand potential functional [42] and hence obeys

$$\frac{\delta \Omega[\rho(1),\mu,V,T]}{\delta \rho(1)} = 0,$$  \hspace{1cm} (21)

with the grand potential expressed as a functional of the one-body density distribution,

$$\Omega[\rho(1),\mu,V,T] = F(\rho(1),V,T) + F_{\text{exc}}[\rho(1),V,T] + \int d1\rho(1)[V_{\text{exc}}(1)-\mu],$$  \hspace{1cm} (22)

where $d1=\int d\mathbf{r}\,d\mu$; the spatial integral is over the system volume $V$ and the angular integral is over the unit sphere; $V_{\text{exc}}(1)$ is an external potential (describing, e.g., walls or the influence of gravity on the system); in the following we consider only bulk properties and hence set $V_{\text{exc}}(1)=0$; $\mu$ is the chemical potential; $F_{\text{exc}}[\rho(1)]$ is the excess (over ideal gas) contribution to the free energy. The exact ideal gas free energy functional is given by

$$\beta F_{\text{id}}[\rho(1)] = \int d1\rho(1)[\ln(\rho(1)\Lambda^3) - 1],$$  \hspace{1cm} (23)

where $\beta=1/(k_B T)$ and $\Lambda$ is the (irrelevant) thermal wavelength, we set $\Lambda=D$ in the following; this is equivalent to fixing an arbitrary additive constant to the chemical potential, which does not affect any observable properties of the system. The excess free energy functional can be expanded in a virial series,

$$\beta F_{\text{exc}}[\rho(1)] = -\frac{1}{2} \sum_i -\frac{1}{6} \sum_{i<j} + O(\rho^4),$$  \hspace{1cm} (24)

where each line represents a Mayer bond $f(1,2)$ and the filled circles are field points that indicate multiplication by the one-body density $\rho(i)$ and integration over the coordinates $r_i$ and $u_i$ ($i=1,2$) [2]. For the case of hard core pair interactions $f(1,2)=-1$ if the particle pair overlaps, and zero otherwise. More explicitly, the second-order diagram in Eq. (24) is

$$= \int d1\rho(1) \int d2\rho(2)f(1,2),$$  \hspace{1cm} (25)

which is in Onsager theory [43] the only contribution to the excess free energy functional; third and higher order terms in density in Eq. (24) are neglected in this approach.

Rosenfeld’s fundamental measure theory (FMT) is a non-perturbative approach that was developed originally for additive hard sphere mixtures (see Refs. [63,64]); generalizations to general convex shapes have been proposed [65,66]. This led to subsequent work [67,68]. In particular an FMT was constructed specifically for hard platelets with vanishing thickness [45]; this features the correct second virial term in the excess free energy functional, Eq. (25), as well as an approximate term of third order in density:

$$\beta F_{\text{exc}}[\rho] = -\frac{1}{2} \sum_i + \frac{1}{3} \sum_i \int dx \int du_i \int du_2 \int du_3$$

$$\times n_2^D(x,u_i)n_2^D(x,u_2)n_2^D(x,u_3)(u_1 \times u_2) \cdot u_3,$$  \hspace{1cm} (26)

where $\times$ denotes the vector product, such that $(u_1 \times u_2) \cdot u_3$ is the scalar triple product; note that the modulus in Eq. (26) renders the integration kernel non-negative. The weighted density $n_2^D(r,u)$ is related to the bare one-body density via spatial convolution,

$$n_2^D(x,u) = \int dr w_2^D(x-r,u)\rho(r,u),$$  \hspace{1cm} (27)

where $w_2^D(r,u)$ is a weight function that describes the platelet surface, given by

$$w_2^D(r,u) = 2\Theta(R-|r|)\delta(r \cdot u),$$  \hspace{1cm} (28)

where $\Theta(\cdot)$ is the Heaviside step function and $\delta(\cdot)$ is the (one-dimensional) Dirac delta distribution. We have kept the notation of [45] where the superscript $D$ refers to the species (disk), but have simplified the expression by including the scalar triple product of orientations directly in Eq. (26) rather than to use it to define a further weighted density $n_2^{DDD,D}$ [45]. Note that $w_2^D(1)$ is a quantity of dimension (length)$^{-1}$ and that its spatial integral, $\xi_2 = \int dr w_2(r,u) = \pi D^2/2$, equals the total platelet surface area (i.e., the sum of that of the “front” and of the “back” side), independent of orientation $u$.

B. Bulk two-body direct correlation function for hard platelets

In the following we calculate the two-particle direct correlation function, $c(1,2)$, for bulk isotropic states, starting with...
from the excess free energy functional defined above. Note that the DCF, as obtained from a second functional derivative of the excess free energy functional, is given by

\[ c(1,2) = -\frac{\partial^2 F_{\text{exc}}[\rho]}{\partial \rho(1) \partial \rho(2)} \bigg|_{\rho=\text{const}}. \tag{29} \]

Inserting Eq. (24) into Eq. (29) yields the virial expansion of the DCF,

\[ c(1,2) = f(1,2) + \rho \int d3j f(1,2) f(1,3) f(2,3) \]

\[ + O(\rho^2) \]

\[ = \bigcirc + \bigcirc + \bigcirc + O(\rho^2), \tag{30} \]

where the open circles represent root points not to be integrated over.

We next use the FMT and calculate the second functional derivative of Eq. (26) giving here only a sketch of the derivation. For an extensive set of similar calculations including detailed steps the reader is referred to Ref. [45]. Using the definition of the weighted density (27) it is straightforward to obtain

\[ c(1,2) = f(1,2) + \rho \int d3j f(1,2) f(1,3) f(2,3) \]

\[ \times w_2^D(r_1 - x, u_1) w_2^D(r_3 - x, u_3) |(u_1 \times u_2) \cdot u_3|. \tag{32} \]

The integrand in Eq. (32) vanishes for configurations where the three particles possess a common geometric intersection, which will in general (when \( u_1, u_2, \) and \( u_3 \) are pairwise nonparallel) be a single point that is the intersection of the three planes each of which is due to the delta function in the weight function (28). For such cases carrying out the spatial integral over \( x \) yields \( 1/(u_1 \times u_2) \cdot u_3 \), which precisely cancels the scalar triple vector product in Eq. (32); the cancellation of undesirable divergences is the raison d’être of the scalar triple product in Eq. (26); see Ref. [45] for a discussion.

The shapes of particles 1 and 2 possess an intersection line with orientation \( u_1 \times u_2 \) and length \( l(1,2) \). The integration over \( r_1 \) in Eq. (32) yields the overlap (excluded) volume of this line and the disk with orientation \( u_3 \); this results in a skewed cylinder with volume \( l(1,2) \cos(\theta_3) \pi D_3^2/4 \), where \( \theta_3 \) is the (polar) angle between \( u_1 \times u_2 \) and \( u_3 \). The \( u_3 \) integration can be performed as \( \int d\theta_3 = \int d\theta_1 \sin \theta_1 \int d\phi_1 = 2\pi \int_0^{\pi/2} \sin \theta_1 d\theta_1 \). Hence the \( u_3 \)-averaged volume of the skewed cylinder is \( l(1,2) \pi D_3^2/8 = l(1,2) A/2 \) where the factor \( 1/(4\pi) \) in Eq. (32) was taken into account and \( A = \xi_0/2 = \pi D_3^2/4 \) is the platelet area. Agglomerating three factors of 2 from Eq. (28) yields

\[ c(1,2) = f(1,2) - \frac{2D_3^2 \rho}{\pi} l(1,2), \tag{33} \]

where \( l(1,2) \) is the length of the intersection line of platelets 1 and 2. The constant \( 2D_3^2/\pi \) may be written as \( 8A/\pi^2 = 0.810569, A \).

C. Self-consistency equation for the orientation distribution function

The minimization principle Eq. (21) for the grand potential functional leads to an Euler-Lagrange equation for the orientation distribution function (ODF). In order to consider the limit of stability of the isotropic phase with respect to nematic ordering, we next give the explicit self-consistency equation for the ODF in the nematic phase. For spatially homogeneous states, the one-body density \( \rho(1) \) does not depend on position \( r \) and for the case of uniaxial nematics considered here depends only on the polar angle \( \theta \) with respect to the nematic director but not on the azimuthal angle. Hence such states are characterized by \( \rho(1) = \rho(\cos \theta) \), where \( \rho \) (without argument) denotes the bulk number density and \( \mathcal{W}(\theta) \) is the ODF. There is inversion symmetry under \( u \to -u \) (unlike in a ferromagnetic phase for example, where this symmetry is broken) implying that \( \mathcal{W}(\theta) = \mathcal{W}(\theta - \pi) \). We use a dimensionless density \( c = \rho D^3 \).

The method is based on Ref. [69] and we follow closely the very useful “recipe” of [70]. Note that \( \int d\mathbf{u} = \int_0^{2\pi} d\phi \int_0^\pi d\theta \sin \theta \). For spatially homogeneous states, the second order contribution to the free energy may be written as

\[ \frac{\beta c^{(2)}[\rho(1)]}{V} = \frac{1}{2} \int d\mathbf{u}_1 \int d\mathbf{u}_2 \rho(\mathbf{u}_1) \rho(\mathbf{u}_2) A'(\mathbf{u}_1, \mathbf{u}_2), \tag{34} \]

where \( V = \int d\mathbf{r} \) is the system volume and the kernel is \( A'(\mathbf{u}_1, \mathbf{u}_2) = \int d\mathbf{r} f(\mathbf{r}, \mathbf{u}_1, \mathbf{u}_2) \), and the superscript \( i \) of \( F^{(i)}_{\text{exc}} \) represents the order in density. Carrying out this spatial integral one arrives at

\[ \frac{\beta c^{(2)}[\rho(1)] D^3}{V} = 2\pi c^2 \int_0^{\pi/2} d\theta_1 \sin \theta_1 \int_0^{\pi/2} d\theta_2 \sin \theta_2 \]

\[ \times K(\theta_1, \theta_2) \mathcal{W}(\theta_1) \mathcal{W}(\theta_2), \tag{35} \]

where \( \theta_1 \) and \( \theta_2 \) are the polar angles of two platelets. Those are coupled by the kernel

\[ K(\theta_1, \theta_2) = \int_0^{2\pi} d\phi \left[ 1 - \cos \theta_1 \cos \theta_2 + \sin \theta_1 \sin \theta_2 \cos \phi \right]^2, \tag{36} \]

with the integrand being \(|\sin \gamma|\) where \( \gamma \) is the angle between the normals of the two platelets with relative azimuthal angle \( \phi \).

To the exact third virial level

\[ \frac{\beta c^{(3)}[\rho(1)]}{V} = \int d\mathbf{u}_1 \int d\mathbf{u}_2 \int d\mathbf{u}_3 \beta(\mathbf{u}_1, \mathbf{u}_2, \mathbf{u}_3) \]

\[ \times \rho(\mathbf{u}_1) \rho(\mathbf{u}_2) \rho(\mathbf{u}_3), \tag{37} \]

where
\[ B(u_1,u_2,u_3) = -\frac{1}{6V} \int dr_1 \int dr_2 \int dr_3 f(r_1 - r_2, u_1, u_3) \times f(r_1 - r_3, u_1, u_3) f(r_2 - r_3, u_2, u_3). \]  

(38)

Instead of dealing with the exact expression, the FMT functional amounts to approximating \( B(u_1,u_2,u_3) \) by

\[ B'(u_1,u_2,u_3) = \frac{(\xi^2)^3}{3\pi^2} |(u_1 \times u_2) \cdot u_3|; \]  

(39)

recall that \( \xi^2 = 2 \pi R^2 \) is the fundamental measure corresponding to the platelet surface. Choosing coordinates such that \( u_1 = (\sin \theta_1, 0, \cos \theta_1) \), \( u_2 = (\cos \theta_1 \sin \theta_2, \sin \theta_1 \sin \theta_2, \cos \theta_2) \), and \( u_3 = (\cos \theta_1 \sin \theta_3, \sin \theta_1 \sin \theta_3, \cos \theta_3) \) allows us to write more explicitly

\[ \beta \chi_{\text{exc}} D^3 \frac{1}{V} = 2 \frac{2}{3} \pi^2 c^3 \int_0^{\pi/2} d \theta_1 \sin \theta_1 \int_0^{\pi/2} d \theta_2 \sin \theta_2 \int_0^{\pi/2} d \theta_3 \sin \theta_3 \times \sin \theta_3 \frac{L(\theta_1, \theta_2, \theta_3)}{\Psi(\theta_1) \Psi(\theta_2) \Psi(\theta_3)}, \]  

(40)

where the kernel that couples the three polar angles \( \theta_1 \), \( \theta_2 \), and \( \theta_3 \) is given by

\[ L(\theta_1, \theta_2, \theta_3) = \int_0^{2\pi} d \phi_2 \int_0^{2\pi} d \phi_3 [\sin \theta_1 (\sin \phi_2 \sin \theta_2 \cos \theta_3 - \cos \theta_2 \sin \phi_3 \sin \theta_3) + \cos \theta_1 (\cos \phi_2 \sin \theta_2 \sin \theta_3 - \sin \phi_2 \sin \theta_2 \cos \phi_3 \sin \theta_3)]. \]  

(41)

The minimization principle (21) yields an Euler-Lagrange equation in the form of an implicit self-consistency equation. In order to determine the ODF for nematic states numerical work is required. Some analytic progress can be made with a stability analysis of the isotropic state (presented below). For Onsager theory the resulting self-consistency equation is given by

\[ \Psi(\theta_1) = \frac{1}{Z} \exp \left( -\pi \frac{1}{c} \int_0^{\pi/2} d \theta_2 \sin \theta_2 K(\theta_1, \theta_2) \Psi(\theta_2) \right). \]  

(42)

where \( Z \) is a normalization constant that ensures that \( 4 \pi \int_0^{\pi/2} \sin \theta \Psi(\theta) d \theta = 1 \). For FMT,

\[ \Psi(\theta_1) = \frac{1}{Z} \exp \left( -\pi \frac{1}{c} \int_0^{\pi/2} d \theta_2 \sin \theta_2 K(\theta_1, \theta_2) \Psi(\theta_2) \right. \]

\[ - \frac{\pi c^2}{2} \int_0^{\pi/2} d \theta_2 \sin \theta_2 \int_0^{\pi/2} d \theta_3 \sin \theta_3 \times L(\theta_1, \theta_2, \theta_3) \Psi(\theta_2) \Psi(\theta_3). \]  

(43)

We will use Eqs. (42) and (43) in the following to investigate the limit of stability of the isotropic phase.

D. Bifurcation from the isotropic solution

It is well established that Onsager’s theory for rods predicts an isotropic-symmetry-breaking bifurcation [71]. The nematic solution branches off from the isotropic state at the bifurcation point. This branch is metastable and eventually connects to the stable branch of the nematic solution in a smooth fashion. For example, the metastable branch was calculated for rods in [71] and extended to a class of liquid crystal models in [72]. Here we perform a similar bifurcation analysis for platelets, first using Onsager theory and then FMT. We do not proceed to find the entire metastable branch here but focus on finding the bifurcation density \( c^* \). The isotropic phase is unstable with respect to an infinitesimally anisotropic perturbation for \( c > c^* \); hence \( c^* \) represents the upper limit of stability of the isotropic phase. This is larger than the isotropic coexistence density. Substituting \( \Psi(\theta) = [1 + \epsilon P_2(\cos \theta)]/4 \pi \) into the free energy functional, where \( \epsilon \) is a small parameter that measures the strength of the perturbation, yields \( F_{\text{iso}}(\epsilon) + a(\epsilon) c^2 \), where \( F_{\text{iso}}(\epsilon) \) is the free energy of the isotropic state, and \( P_2(\cos \theta) = \frac{1}{2} (3 \cos^2 \theta - 1) \) is the second Legendre polynomial in \( \cos \theta \). The requirement that \( a(\epsilon^*) = 0 \) yields the bifurcation density \( c^* \) with \( a(c < c^*) > 0 \) and \( a(c > c^*) < 0 \). The choice of the angular dependence of the perturbation, \( P_2(\cos \theta)/4 \pi \), is made because this function is orthogonal to the isotropic ODF and represents the simplest type of nematic orientational ordering. Table I lists the bifurcation densities \( c^* \) for Onsager theory and FMT. For both theories, \( c^* \) lies between the isotropic and nematic phase coexistence densities, \( c_I \) and \( c_N \), respectively. Note that the coexistence range of densities between the isotropic and nematic phases is smaller in FMT such that \( c_I < c^* < c_N \), and that the bifurcation density is much lower than in Onsager theory. The same value for \( c^* \) is found independently via consideration of the Kerr coefficient [see Eq. (44) below] using the FMT direct correlation function (33) as input, providing a valuable consistency check.

### Table I. Isotropic and nematic coexistence densities \( c_I \) and \( c_N \) as well as bifurcation density \( c^* \) at which the isotropic phase becomes unstable, as obtained from Onsager theory and fundamental measure theory.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theory</th>
<th>( c_I )</th>
<th>( c^* )</th>
<th>( c_N )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Onsager</td>
<td>5.328</td>
<td>6.485</td>
<td>6.792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FMT</td>
<td>3.344</td>
<td>3.472</td>
<td>3.680</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. RESULTS

A. Equation of state and isotropic stability

In Fig. 1(a) results are shown for the equation of state of hard, infinitely thin, circular platelets. In order to scrutinize the excess contribution to the total pressure \( P \) we plot the scaled form \( [P/(pk_BT - 1)]/\rho \) as a function of the density \( \rho \) (scaled with the volume \( D^3 \)). In this representation truncating the equation of state at the second virial level (as in Onsager theory) yields a constant with respect to density, equal to the second virial coefficient, \( \pi^2/16 = 0.61685 \) for the present model. By definition, this is exact for \( \rho \to 0 \). Upon increasing density the simulation results indicate an (expected) increase due to additional, higher than second order in density, con-
IETs are very good at capturing the initial increase at low densities and a decrease occurs upon increasing the density further. All second virial contributions to the pressure. However, quite remarkably, a maximum of about 0.9 is reached at a density of 2.5. The virial only and third order contributions in density. However, as it does not feature the exact third virial coefficient, the slope at small densities differs quite significantly from the simulation results. It is noticeable that the maximum in the equation of state (EOS) data seen in simulation is marginally predicted by HNC, HNC+B3 and HNC+B2 (virial only) EOS, however, the loss of solutions for IET in the vicinity of the maximum prevents a full exploration of this feature.

In Fig. 1(b) we display results for the Kerr coefficient [73,74], defined as

\[ K = 1 - \frac{\rho}{\sqrt{5}} c_{220}^{\infty}(k = 0), \]  

where \( c_{220}^{\infty}(k = 0) = 4\pi \int_0^\infty dr r^2 c_{220}(r) \) is the Fourier transform of the relevant DCF component \( c_{220}(r) \). The Kerr coefficient plays an important role in assessing the stability of the isotropic phase, which is stable (unstable) with respect to an infinitesimal nematic perturbation if \( K > 0 \) \( (K < 0) \). Note that \( K = 0 \) determines the limit of stability of the isotropic phase, not the thermodynamic coexistence density [6]. Onsager theory predicts \( K \) to decrease from its limiting value of unity at \( \rho = 0 \) in a linear fashion as \( \rho \) increases. This is a direct consequence of Eq. (44) and the fact in Onsager theory \( c_{1,2} = f_{1,2} \), independent of \( \rho \). The simulation results reproduce the variation of \( K \) with \( \rho \) at low densities, but tend to deviate quickly and display a more pronounced decrease of \( K \) with increasing density. Initially the curvature is small and negative. At a density similar to that where the maximum in the scaled excess pressure occurs, a point of inflection can be gleaned from the data and the curvature becomes positive for larger values of \( \rho \).

The performance of the various integral equation theories is similar to that observed for the case of the equation of state, with all closures reproducing the initial slope of Onsager theory and PY and VB performing worse than the various HNC versions in predicting a stronger than linear decay upon increasing density. While we have not attempted to extrapolate quantitatively the simulation results to the density at which \( K = 0 \), it can be inferred from Fig. 1 that this would happen at around \( \rho D^3 = 4 \). As expected this value lies above that of the isotropic state at coexistence, \( \rho D^3 = 3.68 \) [24,25]. In Onsager theory the zero occurs at \( \rho_{\text{Kerr}} D^3 = 6.49 \), again higher than the corresponding value of the isotropic coexistence density, \( \rho_{\text{Kerr}} D^3 = 5.35 \) [24], both significantly overestimating the simulation results. The result from FMT is comparable to those from integral equation theories at low densities, slightly overestimates \( K \) at intermediate densities, and agrees again reasonably well at high densities, although it fails to capture the change in curvature observed in the simulations and hence gives a slightly too low value for the instability density of \( \rho_{\text{Kerr}} D^3 = 3.47 \). This value is again higher than the corresponding value for the isotropic coexistence density \( \rho_{\text{Kerr}} D^3 = 3.34 \) [45]. Hence the observation that the theory gives slightly too low values for the phase transition densities is reflected in the behavior of \( \rho_{\text{Kerr}} \).

In conclusion the results for the equation of state and the variation of the Kerr coefficient with density indicate that all theories improve significantly over the simple Onsager approach. However, at high densities, close to the isotropic-nematic phase transition, subtle effects are observed in simulations, such as a change in curvature of \( K \) and a decrease in the scaled excess pressure. These effects are consistent with a physical interpretation of a “loss of interactions” in the system, such that the pressure in the isotropic state is lower and its region of stability is larger than what a simple extrapolation from the low-density behavior would suggest. Whether this is indicative of nematic preordering in the fluid remains speculation at this point. We will proceed next to investigate the structure on the pair level.

### B. Direct correlation function

Results for the components of \( c(1,2) \) in the expansion in spherical harmonics, \( c_{mnq}(r) \) [see Eqs. (9) and (12) with
Dashed line, and HNC+B3 by the dot-double-dashed line. Verlet bridge by the dot-dashed line, HNC+B2 by the double-dot-dashed line, PY by the dashed line, red, green, blue, magenta, and orange respectively for hard platelets density \( \rho D^3=1.0 \). Simulation results for hard platelets are the solid line (online: black), IET results using HNC closure are shown by the dotted line, PY by the dashed line, Verlet bridge by the dot-dashed line, HNC+B2 by the double-dot-dashed line, and HNC+B3 by the dot-double-dashed line (online: red, green, blue, magenta, and orange respectively).

FIG. 2. (Color online) Direct correlation function components \( c_{mn}(r) \) for \( mn\chi=000, 020, 220, \) and 221, as a function of distance \( r/D \) for hard platelets at density \( \rho D^3=1.0 \). Simulation results for hard platelets are the solid line (online: black), IET results using HNC closure are shown by the dotted line, PY by the dashed line, Verlet bridge by the dot-dashed line, HNC+B2 by the double-dot-dashed line, and HNC+B3 by the dot-double-dashed line (online: red, green, blue, magenta, and orange respectively).

FIG. 3. (Color online) Direct correlation function components for hard platelets density \( \rho D^3=2.0 \). Symbols are as in Fig. 2.

FIG. 4. (Color online) Direct correlation function components for hard platelets density \( \rho D^3=3.0 \). Simulation results for hard platelets are shown by the solid line (online: black), IET results using PY closure are shown by dashed line (online: red).

either HNC+B2 or HNC+B3. In order to obtain a systematic improvement, extension to higher order in the bridge diagrams would possibly be required. The Verlet bridge approximation performs marginally better than the PY closure. The superior performance of the HNC closures over the Verlet bridge function method is in contrast to what was found in studies of moderately prolate and oblate spheroids and their mixtures [21,22]. Despite displaying the poorest quantitative agreement with the simulation data of all integral equations considered, the PY closure is the only approximation to give a solution for \( \rho D^3 \geq 2.7 \); all other closures fail to converge.

Shown in Fig. 5 are selected components of the DCF for the hard platelet and oblate spheroid fluids at \( \rho D^3=1.0 \). The DCF components for the oblate spheroids are qualitatively similar to those of the hard platelets, with the agreement improving as the elongation decreases. Also shown are DCF components calculated from FMT. For this density this largely shows good agreement with the simulation DCF, although it generally underestimates it. Earlier versions of FMT predict (incorrectly) that apart from the \( c_{000}(r) \) component \( c_{mn}(r) \rightarrow 0 \) as \( r \rightarrow 0 \) due to its relation to the Mayer function [18] at \( r=0 \) all possible orientations of the molecules result in overlap, so the components \( f_{mn}(r=0) = \int d\mathbf{u}_1 d\mathbf{u}_2 f(1,2) Y^*_{m\chi}(\mathbf{u}_1) Y_{n\chi}(\mathbf{u}_2) = -\int d\mathbf{u}_1 d\mathbf{u}_2 Y^*_{m\chi}(\mathbf{u}_1) Y_{n\chi}(\mathbf{u}_2) \)

\( =0 \) for \( m,n \neq 0 \). The current FMT possesses the same defect, due to the fact that in Eq. (33) the intersection length of two disks \( l(1,2) \rightarrow D \) for \( r \rightarrow 0 \), independent of the orientations of particles 1 and 2.

DCF components for higher densities are shown in Figs. 6–8. It is noticeable that the variation of the \( c_{mn}(r) \) with density is more complex than both for rod-shaped molecules and for less anisotropic discs [21]. The magnitude of \( c_{000}(r) \) initially increases with density, but for \( \rho D^3 \approx 2.5 \) decreases. Similarly there are qualitative changes to the other components, most prominently the growth of second peak in \( c_{020}(r) \)
at small separations $r \approx 0.15$. As for $\rho D^3 = 1.0$ the DCF components for the oblate spheroids show similar behavior to those of the hard platelets, with the similarity growing as $e$ decreases. With increasing density the agreement between the simulation and the FMT results for the DCF components grows worse. In particular, as the DCF from FMT depends linearly on the density, it is unable to describe the nonmonotonic variation with density.

In order to further illustrate the structure on the pair level, we display results (from simulations only) for the second rank ($m=n=2$) components of the total correlation function, $h_{mn}(r)$, in Fig. 9. Rich short-ranged oscillatory behavior is apparent. Strikingly, the position of the first extremum moves towards smaller values upon increasing density. We attribute this to an increase in local parallel nematiclike ordering of the particles. On increasing density a pronounced tail develops in these components, indicating a growth in the orientational ordering as the isotropic-nematic transition is approached.

### C. Bridge function

Shown in Figs. 10–12 are selected bridge function components for the hard platelet and oblate spheroid fluids. As for the DCF, the agreement between the hard platelet and spheroid bridge functions improves as the spheroid elongation decreases. The bridge function components also show nonmonotonic variation with density. Most noticeably the
component changes sign with increasing density for the hard platelets and the $e=0.05$ and $e=0.01$ spheroids.

At low density (Fig. 10) the bridge function calculated from the virial expansion, for both first and second order in density, are in good agreement with the simulation bridge function components. On increasing density the agreement generally becomes worse. As for the DCF, increasing the order of expansion does not uniformly improve agreement with simulation, implying that higher order graphs in the expansion become increasingly important.

D. Duh-Haymet plots

For convenience of presenting results below, we list in Table II eight relative arrangements of pairs of axially symmetric molecules, referred to by a single letter. The relative orientation angles are defined by $\cos \theta_1=\mathbf{u}_1\cdot\hat{r}$, $\cos \theta_2=\mathbf{u}_2\cdot\hat{r}$, and $\cos \phi=\hat{p}_1\cdot\hat{p}_2$ where $\hat{p}_i$ is the unit vector in the direction $\mathbf{p}_i=\mathbf{u}_i\times\hat{r}$. Orientation “f” corresponds to a face-to-face arrangement; “s” is side by side; “t” is a T shape; “x” is a

FIG. 9. (Color online) Second rank components of the total correlation function. Data for $\rho D^3=1.00$ denoted by the solid line, $\rho D^3=1.50$ by the dotted line, $\rho D^3=2.00$ by the dashed line, $\rho D^3=2.50$ by the dot-dashed line, and $\rho D^3=3.00$ by the double-dot-dashed line (online black, red, green, blue, magenta, orange respectively).

FIG. 10. (Color online) Bridge function components for hard platelets and oblate spheroids at $\rho D^3=1.00$. Simulation data for hard platelets and hard spheroids of elongation $e=0.10$, $e=0.05$, and $e=0.01$ are shown by solid, dotted, dashed, and long dashed lines (online: black, red, green, blue), respectively. Bridge function components found from second and third order virial expansion are shown by dot-dashed and double-dot-dashed lines (online: magenta, orange), respectively, and components of the Verlet bridge function are denoted by the double-dash-dot line (online: violet).

FIG. 11. (Color online) Bridge function components for hard platelets and oblate spheroids at $\rho D^3=2.00$. Symbols are as in Fig. 10.

FIG. 12. (Color online) Bridge function components for hard platelets and oblate spheroids at $\rho D^3=3.00$. Symbols are as in Fig. 10.
crossed arrangement where the molecular axes and the center-center vector are all mutually perpendicular. The remaining orientations “a”–“d” are less symmetrical: both molecular axes are tilted at 45° relative to the center-center vector, and four different twist angles $\phi$ are chosen in the sequence $\phi=0°, 60°, 120°, 180°$.

Most of the closure relations used in IET may be expressed as relations connecting $b(1,2)$ to $\gamma(1,2)=b(1,2)-c(1,2)$ [cf. Eq. (5)]. A convenient method for presenting this is through Duh-Haymet (DH) plots [75], where $b(1,2)$ is simply plotted as a function of $\gamma(1,2)$. DH plots for hard platelet and spheroid fluids at $\rho D^3=1.0$, $\rho D^3=2.0$, and $\rho D^3=3.0$ are shown in Figs. 13–15. At low density the curves for the hard platelets and oblate spheroids lie close to each other. As the density increases there is more scatter in the simulation results. In all cases it may be seen that curves for the different elongations lie very close to each other.

Also plotted in Figs. 13–15 are the PY and Verlet bridge functions. Modification of the Verlet bridge function using the virial route [6,21,22] has been shown to improve agreement between simulation and IET [21,22].

### TABLE II. Orientations of molecules relative to the center-center vector, used in the Duh-Haymet plots.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Orientation</th>
<th>$f$</th>
<th>$s$</th>
<th>$t$</th>
<th>$x$</th>
<th>$a$</th>
<th>$b$</th>
<th>$c$</th>
<th>$d$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\phi$ (deg)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta_1$ (deg)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta_2$ (deg)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper the structure and thermodynamics of the hard platelet and highly oblate spheroid fluids in the isotropic phase have been studied. The equation of state data for hard platelets found from MC simulations shows anomalous behavior with increasing density. This anomalous behavior is not reproduced by IET with the PY or Verlet Bridge closures or by DFT. IET with the HNC and HNC+B3 closures, as well HNC+B2 (using the virial route), do capture this behavior, although they all fail to find a solution at densities just above this maximum. Likewise both the DCF and bridge function components show nonmonotonic variation with density. On decreasing spheroid elongation, the thermodynamic and correlation functions tend towards those of the infinitely thin platelets.

Comparison of the DCF and bridge function components found from simulation and theoretical approximations show that, in general, HNC-based closures [with either $b(1,2)=0$ or found from the low-density expansion] give the best agreement with simulation. By contrast, IET’s using PY and Verlet closures perform poorly. Consideration of DH plots shows large discrepancies between the simulation and IET (PY and Verlet) bridge functions. Modification of the Verlet bridge function [Eq. (5)] to include a density dependent $\alpha$ may be expected to improve its performance, as is the case of hard spheroids of moderate elongations [21]. Also studied was a recently developed FMT-based density functional, from which the DCF was obtained via a second functional derivative, yielding a geometric interpretation of the term linear in density, as the length of the intersection line be-
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between two platelets. This approximate DFT was shown to fail to reproduce all structural details, but to capture the main trends found in simulations.

As an outlook, it would be interesting to carry out a detailed study of the asymptotic decay of the pair correlations at large separation distances [76–78]. This would shed further light onto possible structural crossover from damped oscillatory to monotonic decay of density profiles at walls [46].
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